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Abstract—National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is investigating cognitive technologies for their future communication architecture. These technologies are expected to reduce the operational complexity of the network, increase science data return, and reduce interference to self and others. In order to increase situational awareness, signal classification algorithms could be applied to identify users and distinguish sources of interference. As a preliminary step, we seek to develop a system with the ability to discern signals typically encountered in satellite communication. Proposed is an automatic modulation classifier which utilizes higher order statistics (cumulants) and an estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio. These features are extracted from baseband symbols and then processed by a neural network for classification. The modulation types considered are phase-shift keying (PSK), amplitude and phase-shift keying (APSK), and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Physical layer properties specific to the Digital Video Broadcasting - Satellite - Second Generation (DVB-S2) standard, such as pilots and variable ring ratios, are also considered. This paper will provide simulation results of a candidate modulation classifier, and performance will be evaluated over a range of signal-to-noise ratios, frequency offsets, and nonlinear amplifier distortions.

I. INTRODUCTION

A current effort at National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is the development of cognitive communication systems. These systems use knowledge of the signal environment, temporal and spatial channel parameters, and user needs to optimize communication links dynamically. In current systems, transmitter and receiver parameters are generally static in nature and become sub-optimal as the needs of the users and the environment change with time. Automatic signal detection and classification will assist a cognitive system by enabling technologies such as automatic receiver configuration, interference mitigation, and spectrum management.

Though modulation classification is a well-studied field [1], there remain many unsolved problems in reaching a solution that is both generalizable and computationally practical. In this preliminary investigation, we focus on phase-shift keying (PSK), amplitude and phase-shift keying (APSK), and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), as these modulation types are commonly found in space communication systems. We assume that our signal can be isolated, that the user is able to recover symbol timing, and that a signal-to-noise ratio estimate is available prior to classification.

A primary consideration in a classification scheme is the feature set extracted from a signal. Common features include spectral statistics [2], non-cyclic cumulants [3]–[5], cyclic-cumulants [6]–[9], Cyclic Auto-Correlation (CAC) function and Spectral Coherence Function (SCF) [10] [11], and Fourier-wavelet transforms [12]. For this study, we chose to use cumulant-based features, as they have been shown effective at classifying modulation order.

In recent years, the Digital Video Broadcasting - Satellite - Second Generation (DVB-S2) standard [13] has seen increased interest at NASA [14]. This standard uses the APSK modulation scheme. Literature on the classification of modulation sets that include APSK is sparse, however in [5] the authors describe a similar effort using a decision tree classifier based on cumulants. That work follows the methods described in [3]. Our investigation utilizes a neural network to automate the thresholding process. We also include APSK signals using the ring ratios defined in the DVB-S2 standard. Furthermore, we seek to extend the work done in [5] by investigating the impact of DVB-S2 headers and pilots on cumulant values, determining classifier resilience to $E_s/N_0$ estimation error, and evaluating performance when the signal has experienced a nonlinear amplifier distortion.

In Section II we present our signal model. In this work, we assume the user was able to recover carrier frequency and symbol timing. In future work, we expect to recover these parameters using properties of the conjugate and non-conjugate versions of the CAC, similar to the preprocessing steps taken in [10]. Though the authors in [10] did not recover symbols, common methods could use symbol rate estimates to identify symbol timing.

Section III discusses the features extracted from received signals. In this section, we briefly demonstrate a method for generating arbitrary mixed cumulants and display the
theoretical cumulants for our modulation set. Following this, we describe the structure of our classifying neural network.

In the DVB-S2 standard, the APSK modulation is defined for a set of ring ratios. In our early results, we found that a neural network trained on a specific ring ratio would fail to classify APSK signals which used a different ring ratio. This seems an obvious outcome, as the ring ratios used impact the theoretical cumulant values of the signal. To resolve this, we trained the neural networks by randomly selecting from the set of possible ring ratios used in the DVB-S2 standard. In the simulations that follow, all neural networks were trained in this manner.

The DVB-S2 physical layer breaks the stationary assumption of the received signal due to the inclusion of header and pilot sequences. In Section IV-F, we analyze the effect of the DVB-S2 physical layer on cumulant estimates. In that same section, we also attempt to classify the modulation type of DVB-S2 signals with pilots both enabled and disabled.

In [3] and [5], the authors assume knowledge of the signal-to-noise ratio and use this to scale the symbol sequence such that it has unit average power. Our method is similar in that we assume an available estimate of $E_s/N_0$, but instead of scaling the received signal, we simply normalize the received signal plus noise to have unit average power and train the network using $E_s/N_0$ as a feature. In section IV-D, we investigate the degradation associated with imperfect $E_s/N_0$ estimation.

During transmission, it is common to operate an amplifier in the nonlinear region to maximize transmit power. For modulations with multiple amplitude levels like APSK and QAM, this causes amplitude-dependent compression and phase rotation. This study simulates this by applying a Saleh model [15] using coefficients from an operational Traveling Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) [16]. In Section IV-E, we present the classification degradation caused by this nonlinear amplification.

\section*{II. SIGNAL MODEL}

In the classification simulations that follow, we assume that a signal was detected, isolated, and processed such that we are able to recover complex symbols. We leave the possibility of a residual carrier frequency offset and fixed phase offset. After this assumed preprocessing, we model the symbols with noise as

$$r[n] = Ae^{j(2\pi f_o T + \phi)} x[n] + g[n]$$

where $A$ is an unknown amplitude scalar, $f_o$ is a residual carrier frequency, $T$ is the symbol period, $\phi$ is our constant phase offset, and $g[n]$ is a complex-valued additive white Gaussian noise process. We then normalize to unit average power such that

$$y[n] = \frac{r[n]}{\sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |r[n]|^2}}$$

We assume a modulation set

$$\Omega = \{16-APSK, 32-APSK, 2-PSK, 4-PSK, 8-PSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM\}$$

The sequence $\{x[n]\}_{n=0}^{N-1}$ contains $N$ equiprobable, complex, zero-mean symbols which exist in the finite-alphabet of a modulation scheme in the set $\Omega$.

The presence of noise in the received signal provides the motivation to capture longer sequences during classification. However, our ability to classify an incoming signal degrades as the accumulated phase error $(2\pi f_o NT)$ increases and provides a counterargument to longer signal captures. If an appropriate frequency estimate is not available, a composite signal

$$z[n] = y^*[n-1]y[n]$$

is proposed in [17], where $*$ denotes the complex conjugate. This will turn a constant frequency offset into a fixed phase offset, though a time-varying $f_o$ will still cause $z[n]$ to rotate in the IQ plane during capture. As noted in [3], we will need more data when using the sequence $\{z[n]\}$ (compared with $\{y[n]\}$), as this is equivalent to computing a higher order cumulant, or the cumulant of a correlated sequence.

\section*{III. CLASSIFICATION}

\subsection*{A. Features}

A stationary random process can be characterized by its moments and/or cumulants. We seek to leverage this in order to reduce the dimensionality of our classification problem. The mixed moments of a complex-valued, stationary random process $s[n]$ are defined as

$$M_{pq} = E[s[n]^{(p-q)}(s^*[n])^q]$$

which is approximated by

$$\hat{M}_{pq} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} s[n]^{(p-q)}(s^*[n])^q$$

We generate arbitrary mixed cumulants by defining a set of random variables which consist of either $s[n]$ or $s^*[n]$.

$$S = \{s[n], ..., s[n], s^*[n], ..., s^*[n]\}$$

Then, the cumulant is generated via the moment-to-cumulant function

$$C_{pq}(S) = \sum_{\pi} (-1)^{|\pi|-1}(|\pi|-1)! \prod_{B \in \pi} E \left[ \prod_{i \in B} S_i \right]$$

where $\pi$ steps through all partitions of $S$. $B$ is a set within a particular partition $\pi$ and the number of sets in $\pi$ is equal to $|\pi|$. $E[\cdot]$ is the statistical expectation and $S_i$ is the $i^{th}$ element in $S$. For example, if $S = \{s_1, s_2\}$, then the possible partitions
Following this is the output layer of width seven (10,40) connected with a width of 40 and tanh activation functions.

If \( s_1 = s[n] \) and \( s_2 = s^*[n] \), by using our definition in (5) and the assumption of a zero-mean process, we arrive at the expected result of

\[
C_{21} = M_{21}
\]

Assuming zero frequency offset, both \( y[n] \) and \( z[n] \) are stationary, zero-mean random processes, and we estimate their mixed cumulants in the manner as above. See [9] and [18] for more detailed information on moments and cumulant generation. In Figures 1 and 2, we display the normalized, noiseless, cumulant magnitudes for each modulation in \( \Omega \). Our simulations utilize feature vectors which contain the following cumulant magnitudes: \( |C_{20}|, |C_{40}|, |C_{41}|, |C_{42}|, |C_{60}|, |C_{61}|, |C_{62}|, |C_{63}|, |C_{80}| \).

In addition to the cumulants listed above, we also require an \( E_s/N_0 \) estimate as an element in our feature vector. This is similar to the approach taken in [3], except we allow the neural network to learn cumulants as a function of \( E_s/N_0 \) instead of scaling the received signal. In Section IV-D we evaluate the estimation error.

**B. Neural Network Classifier**

Our neural network model is a feed-forward, back-propagation multilayer perceptron network. The input is a feature vector of length ten. The next three layers are densely connected with a width of 40 and tanh activation functions. Following this is the output layer of width seven (|\( \Omega \)|) and is also densely connected with softmax activation functions. We used a categorical cross-entropy loss function and an Adam optimizer [19]. Classification is performed by indexing \( \Omega \) with the argmax of the output of the softmax layer. In the simulations presented, we held the model constant. All models have the structure shown in Figure 3.

**IV. SIMULATION RESULTS**

To generate a training set, we chose a capture length \( N \) and created 15,000 instances of \( \{r[n]\} \) (1) with zero frequency offset and a random constant phase offset. The sequence length used in training was equal to the sequence length of the vectors being classified by a particular classifier. Noise was added such that the \( E_s/N_0 \) parameter of the 15,000 \( \{r[n]\} \) sequences could be modeled as a uniform continuous random variable in the range \([-3, 20]\) dB. The signal \( r[n] \) is then converted to \( y[n] \) via average power normalization, for each instance. A feature vector (\( F_{N,z} \)) was formed by appending the \( E_s/N_0 \) to the cumulant values operated on the sequence \( \{y[n]\}_{n=0}^{N-1} \). We then convert \( y[n] \) to \( z[n] \) as described in (4) and we saved that feature vector (\( F_{N,z} \)) as well. As is discussed in Section IV-B, classifiers based on \( z[n] \) required more data for classification. Therefore, we did not create training sets based on \( z[n] \) for small values of \( N \). Since all the classifiers used
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**Fig. 1.** Theoretical cumulant magnitudes of \( y[n] \). Each cumulant has been normalized such that the largest value is equal one.

**Fig. 2.** Theoretical cumulant magnitudes of \( z[n] \). Each cumulant has been normalized such that the largest value is equal one.

**Fig. 3.** Classifier architecture. The neural network model takes a ten element feature vector as input and returns a vector of length seven, which is our feature vector (\( \{C_{20}, C_{40}, C_{41}, C_{42}, C_{60}, C_{61}, C_{62}, C_{63}, C_{80}\} \)). Each cumulant has been scaled the received signal. In Section IV-D we evaluate the estimation error.
the same neural network model, the training sets can be used to identify the classifier. The training sets/classifiers created were: \( F_{1k,y}, F_{2,5k,y}, F_{5k,y}, F_{10k,y}, F_{20k,y}, F_{40k,y}, F_{80k,y}, F_{10k,z}, F_{20k,z}, F_{40k,z}, F_{80k,z} \).

A. Classification by Modulation

To evaluate our ability to classify individual modulation types, we generated an evaluation set which consisted of 1,000 instances of \( F_{N,y} \) and \( F_{N,z} \), for each modulation type, for each \( E_s/N_0 \) value in the set \([-3, -2, ... 19, 20] \) dB. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show our results for \( F_{5k,y} \) and \( F_{80k,z} \), respectively. We contrast these sequence lengths in an attempt to compare the outputs when classification ability is roughly equal.

From these graphs, it is clear that 2-PSK is the most easily recognized modulation in our set. We found that the 4-PSK and 8-PSK modulation types were more easily identified (at lower \( E_s/N_0 \) values) when utilizing \( y[n] \). It is also easily seen that more data was needed in the case where features were obtained using \( z[n] \). We calculate the probability of correct classification for each modulation at each \( E_s/N_0 \) as

\[
P_{c,\Omega_i} = \Pr(\text{det. } \Omega_i \mid \Omega_i)
\]  

B. Signal Length

A significant motivation in this study was to identify the viability of the classifiers in a real system. The cumulant can be better approximated with a longer sequence, but in a real system constraints such as energy, computation, and memory limitations provide an upper bound to the sequence length. Additionally, cumulants are affected by the total constellation rotation in the IQ plane during signal capture. Therefore, it is important to identify the minimum sequence length needed to achieve a certain level of performance.
Fig. 8. Impact of a normalized, constant frequency offset. $E_s/N_0$ is fixed at 6 dB.

Performance as a function of sequence length is evaluated by generating 1,000 instances of $F_{N,y}$ or $F_{N,z}$, per $E_s/N_0$ value, per modulation type, with zero frequency offset, a random constant phase offset and perfect knowledge of $E_s/N_0$. The probability of correct classification is calculated by

$$P_c = \sum_{c} P_{c, \Omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Figure 6 and Figure 7 display the results for classifiers trained on $F_{N,y}$ and $F_{N,z}$ respectively. Classification based on $F_{N,z}$ required approximately 15-20 times more data than $F_{N,y}$ for a similar level of performance. Given the motivations to capture short sequences, it is desirable to utilize $y[n]$ to estimate cumulant values; however, as will be shown in Section IV-C, cumulant estimations based on $y[n]$ are highly susceptible to frequency offset errors.

C. Frequency Offset

In an operational setting, we will have an unknown frequency offset. This frequency offset degrades the probability of classification when using the feature vector $F_{N,y}$. This occurs when the IQ constellation, on which the cumulants are operated, rotates during the capture period. The signal $y[n]$ will rotate during capture in the presence of a non-zero $f_o$. The signal $z[n]$ converts a fixed frequency offset to a fixed phase and, because we are using cumulant magnitudes, this constant phase does not impact results. However, $z[n]$ will experience rotation during capture in the presence of a time-dependent frequency offset.

To evaluate the case of a fixed frequency offset, we generate a 31 point vector of frequency offsets in the range $[10^{-6}, 10^{-3}]$. Then, we generate 300 instances of $F_{N,y}$ and $F_{N,z}$ for each modulation, at $E_s/N_0 = 6$ dB, for each point in the frequency offset vector. The $E_s/N_0$ feature was set to 6 dB and a random fixed phase offset was applied. The results are shown in Figure 8, where we plot the probability of correct classification (12) against the normalized frequency offset.

As described earlier, the signal $z[n]$ converts a constant frequency offset to a fixed phase offset. In most real-world applications, there is often a time-dependent frequency offset and this time dependency will cause $z[n]$ to rotate in the IQ plane during signal capture. In previous S-band experiments [14] on the International Space Station (ISS), we observed a maximum $d\alpha/df = 700 \text{Hz}$ sec. We used this maximum to approximate the phase accumulated during a capture due to a frequency offset by assuming a worst case scenario where this is constant over the capture period. Due to (4), a phase shift is applied equal to $2\pi f_o T$. If $f_o = \alpha + \beta n T$, the time-dependent phase term is $2\pi \beta n T^2$ and the total phase accumulation is $2\pi \beta N T^2$. In the case where $\beta = 700$, $N = 80k$, and $T = 10^{-6}$, phase rotation for the sequence $\{z[n]\}$ is negligible.

D. Es/No Estimation Error

Up to this point, we have assumed perfect knowledge of $E_s/N_0$. In previous cumulant-based classifiers [3], [5], $r[n]$ is scaled by a value proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such that the received symbols have unit energy. Our method differs from this by normalizing $r[n]$ to unit energy and then including $E_s/N_0$ as a parameter in the feature vector. In either case, inaccuracies in SNR approximation will degrade classification performance and therefore warrants investigation.

To evaluate classifier performance as a function of $E_s/N_0$ approximation error, we add a $\Delta E_s/N_0$ to the true $E_s/N_0$ values in the feature vectors created for Section IV-A. The $\Delta E_s/N_0$ values are a 201 point, linearly sampled array in the range $[-5, 5]$ dB. Early results showed that underestimation was more detrimental to classification ability than overestimation. Assuming the chosen estimator is symmetric about the true $E_s/N_0$, it makes sense to take the worst case for a given error magnitude. The results for $F_{5k,y}$ and $F_{80k,z}$ are presented in Figures 9 and 10, for signals with a true $E_s/N_0$ of $[3, 6, 9, 12, 15]$ dB.

These results show that classification is most sensitive to approximation error at low $E_s/N_0$ values. At 3 dB true $E_s/N_0$, both $F_{5k,y}$ and $F_{80k,z}$ dropped below 90% classification probability once $|\Delta E_s/N_0|$ was larger than 0.35 dB. While at 20 dB true $E_s/N_0$, classification probability remains above 90% with errors approaching 3 dB.

In an attempt to reduce our dependency on $E_s/N_0$ accuracy, we trained a classifier while adding noise to the $E_s/N_0$ feature. This method did reduce classification error due to $E_s/N_0$ approximation error, but at the expense of overall classification performance. We do not show these results here, but this may warrant further investigation if $E_s/N_0$ estimation becomes a limiting issue in a future system. We also leave the selection of a specific $E_s/N_0$ estimator as future work.

E. Input Back-off

During transmission, a signal is often driven beyond an amplifier’s linear region. The optimal drive level is determined by weighing the benefit of increased amplifier output power
against the error caused by modulation distortion. The distortion caused by operating the amplifier beyond the linear region is an amplitude-dependent compression and phase rotation in the IQ plane. To simulate amplifier effects, we used the Saleh model [15] with coefficients from an operational TWTA. In decibels, input back-off (IBO) is the difference between input power and the input power which maximizes output power. Symbols were selected from a power normalized alphabet and then scaled by $10^{-IBO/20}$ before applying the Saleh model. After this, noise was added such that the signal had an $E_s/N_0$ equal to 6 dB.

In Figure 11, we classify signals with a range of input back-offs, using the neural net trained on $F_{5k,y}$. As expected, the PSK signals were not affected. This is because the PSK signals have a single amplitude level and the amplifier distortion is simply a phase rotation, after normalization. The APSK and QAM signals are greatly affected by amplifier distortion, with 64-QAM having a probability of correct classification which is less than 10% at 10 dB IBO. For reference, as IBO increases, we approach a slice in Figure 4 where $E_s/N_0 = 6$ dB. Similarly, we used the neural net trained on $F_{80k,z}$ to classify signals distorted by our amplifier model, and those results are presented in Figure 12. In this case, as IBO increases we approach a slice in Figure 5.

These results show a dramatic degradation in performance. We expect that a solid-state amplifier would also reduce classification ability, but should be less pronounced due to solid state amplifiers having a more linear AM/AM curve and a flatter AM/PM curve. Regardless, this classifier requires the signal to experience a linear amplification process. Alternatively, if the user is able to parameterize the transmitting amplifier drive level, this feature could be used as input into the neural network. We expect that this would increase classification performance, given the drive level feature used is highly correlated with the transmitter's true drive level.

**F. DVB-S2 Physical Layer**

The DVB-S2 physical layer breaks the assumptions made on the symbol alphabet. In the description of $y[n]$ and $z[n]$,
we define the symbols $x[n]$ to belong to a single modulation alphabet, but DVB-S2 signals will not follow this definition. The DVB-S2 standard uses a MODCOD parameter, which describes the data frame’s modulation and Forward Error Correction (FEC) code rate. The DVB-S2 header uses a $\frac{7}{2}$-PSK modulation format and is appended to the beginning of each frame. The user may also enable pilot tones. These use a 4-PSK modulation scheme and are inserted into specific locations in the data frame [13]. This means that the sequence \{x[n]\} will pull symbols from up to three alphabets. We continue to use $y[n]$ and $z[n]$ to describe the presence of the differentiating operation defined in (4).

The impact on cumulant estimates for a noiseless, zero frequency offset, 32-APSK modulation with ring ratios \{2.72, 4.87\}, are displayed in Figures 13 and 14 for $y[n]$ and $z[n]$, respectively. For $y[n]$, the set of possible symbol locations is the concatenation of the data, header and pilot symbol alphabets. The signal $z[n]$ is more complicated as the possible symbol locations include the product of all possible combinations of symbols from the three sets.

To evaluate the impact of the DVB-S2 physical layer on classification ability, we generated 1,000 sequences of length 5,000 using the $y[n]$ model at $E_s/N_0$ values of \{6, 10, 15, 20\} dB, for MODCODs \{1, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27\}, for cases with pilots enabled and disabled. Classification was done using $F_{0k,y}$ and the results were compared to signals where $x[n]$ belonged solely to the modulation alphabet defined by the MODCOD. Similarly, we repeated this for the $z[n]$ case using sequence lengths of 80,000 and classified on $F_{0k,z}$.

Over the sample points described, $y[n]$ signals with pilots enabled and disabled maintained classification probabilities equal to or higher than 88% and 92%, respectively. The largest change in classification probability for $y[n]$ signals was $-5.3\%$ at $E_s/N_0$ equal to 6 dB for MODCOD 27 with pilots disabled, and $-8.8\%$ at $E_s/N_0$ equal to 6 dB for MODCOD 27 with pilots enabled.

For $z[n]$ signals, the largest change in classification probability occurred at $E_s/N_0$ equal to 20 dB and is displayed in Figure 15. For the $E_s/N_0$ set \{6,10,15\} dB, with pilots disabled, classification probability degraded by less than 2% for all MODCODs. With pilots enabled, the largest change in classification probability was $-6.7\%$ at $E_s/N_0$ equal to 15 dB for MODCOD 22.

V. CONCLUSION

We have highlighted several areas that will need consideration before this type of automatic classification scheme can be implemented in a real system. Engineers will need to identify the minimum sequence length needed to obtain the desired level of performance, and then use that information to determine the accuracy needed during carrier removal. If carrier removal cannot be performed to a high enough degree of precision, $z[n]$ can be used as an alternative, but at the expense of longer captures. We have also provided an analysis of classification performance as a function of $E_s/N_0$.

Fig. 13. Cumulant estimates of $y[n]$ for a 32-APSK modulation, with ring ratios \{2.72, 4.87\}, using a noiseless 1M length sequence. DVB-S2 signals are MODCOD 25.

Fig. 14. Cumulant estimates of $z[n]$ for a 32-APSK modulation, with ring ratios \{2.72, 4.87\}, using a noiseless 1M length sequence. DVB-S2 signals are MODCOD 25.

Fig. 15. Probability of classification using $F_{0k,y}$ at $E_s/N_0$ equal to 20 dB. Pilot tones and header sequences are represented by P and H, with the overbar representing that element being not present in the sequence.
approximation error, which sets bounds on the required performance of an \( E_s/N_0 \) estimator. This classification scheme is not resilient to nonlinear amplification, due to the modulation set including modulations with multiple amplitude levels. The DVB-S2 physical layer will impact cumulant values and therefore degrades classification ability. We found this to be most detrimental in high SNR environments when using the \( z[n] \) signal type.
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